
Dementia Awareness Report 
 
Syliva Nicholls is a resident of Lea and also is the Chair and co-founder of 
Herefordshire Disability United. In this the first of a series of occasional 
articles for Chimes, Sylvia offers help to those living with Dementia. 
With an ever-increasing rise in those living with dementia, you might like to 
understand some of the idiosyncrasies of this condition in order that your 
awareness might make a difference to someone. For ease of writing I am 
going to create an Avatar Jane. But remember that if you know someone with 
dementia like Jane, their symptoms are not necessarily typical of others. 
 
Jane has seen cognitive changes occur in her brain affecting how she speaks, 
reads, understands order, colour and numbering. The gaps like missing links 
are frightening as she tries to cope and be as” normal” as possible. Following 
simple instructions for a recipe she has managed for years, she began to 
falter could no longer prepare the families favourite meal independently. She 
saw steps 7, 2, 8,3,4,1 instead of 1-10, but with support from other family 
members they rallied together and Jane was still able to cook........ Success! 
As Jane lives in a rural village driving is a way of life, and she manages by 
“automatic pilot”. Her capability to drive has not faltered but mapping is slowly 
eluding her as she gets lost and sometimes doesn’t even remember where 
she set off for in the first place. 
 
Jane slowly became unaware of the value or sense of money affecting regular 
shopping trips to the supermarket. The huge choice of goods they offer also 
hindered progress when she became lost in their aisles, and frightened by the 
bright lights, loud noise and music. Where was she? Who could she trust? 
Then as increasing incontinence took hold, she refused to go out for fear of 
embarrassment with family and friends who didn’t either understand or found it 
unacceptable. 
The family considered replacing carpet with different flooring to ease the chore 
of cleaning. However, advice given demonstrated that shiny surfaces such as 
linoleum can create problems. Jane would try and step around a shiny patch 
thinking it to be water or a hole in the floor. Similarly, Jane would shy away 
from checking her hair in the mirror. She did not recognise the “person in the 
reflection”. What was this stranger doing in her bedroom? 
Jane had always enjoyed a high sense of colour and fashion, dressing in 
trendy vibrant clothes. She began to reject patterns for something plain 
delighting in reds and simplicity, trying to wear the same dress every day as 
this would comfort her. 
 
Jane’s interest in food and drink is fading and its noticeable weight is dropping 
off.                                                                  
Favourite meals are barely touched as perception with sight being lost; she 
can no longer make out the shapes in front of her.  Mashed potato blends into 
the whiteness of her plate, custard over an apple pie isn’t seen on a beige/ 



yellow plate. But when a friend produced the same on a bright red plate, Jane 
ate heartedly. 
Close understanding family and friends tried their best to bring happiness to 
Jane as much as possible. Jane’s partner had read that “When someone 
living with dementia has a great day full of happiness and fun, they may not 
remember what they did next day, but, their feeling of euphoria remains. 
Similarly, when things go wrong and they feel miserable, that depressive 
mood continues even though they don’t know why”. 
 
So now, they try and create at least one good vibe daily, so that Jane can live 
well with Dementia. Music seems to stimulate Jane, though bands or favourite 
artists don’t as previously. Although Jane is losing her ability to read the 
written word, daily newspaper or complete crosswords, singing along to old 
tunes brings reward and smiles. 
 
Unfortunately, Jane is developing a habit of wandering out of her home 
regardless of temperature, lack of suitable clothing or being day or night. No 
longer sleeping more than a few hours, safety is becoming an issue and her 
partner has turned into a full-time carer. To many Jane has reverted to 
childhood again, but Jane is still an adult and must be treated with respect. 
With the right care, love and understanding Jane can live well, but as the 
effects of dementia ripple throughout the family, community awareness may 
help them cope. 
 
Please support anyone in your community going through this transition and 
prevent isolation making their situation even more difficult. 
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